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The Zara spotty dress is universally

flattering and accessible to a wide range

of customers

Online communities can drive a product’s

popularity, leading to it becoming a viral

sensation

The stigma around being spotted wearing

the same outfit is diminishing as people

embrace individual style in different ways

Zara’s spotty dress contributed to a 5%

growth of its parent company over a six-

month period (Financial Times, 2019)

eBay reports that the ‘spotty dress’ was

searched for 49 times an hour in July 2019

(eBay, 2019)

83% of women in the UK who are size 16

or over don’t feel represented by the high

street (Cosmopolitan, 2018)
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HOW A SPOTTY DRESS BECAME AN ONLINE MOMENT

Turning up to an event in the same dress as someone else used to be the stuff of sartorial

nightmares. But, thanks to a culture of celebrating, not shaming, on social, #twinning is often seen

as #winning. But how does a dress become ‘the dress’? And how can a single product spark an

online moment?
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Scope 

Have you ever turned up to a wedding to find that you’re wearing the exact same outfit as

somebody else? Once firmly considered a fashion faux pas, the virality of high street 'it' pieces like

Zara’s sell-out spotty dress in summer 2019, the white flouncy top in 2018 (preferably by

Californian brand Dôen), and Zara’s blue off-the-shoulder in 2016, have ignited not only an

acceptance that one style really can suit all, but also a sense of community both online and IRL. [1]

According to fashion communications specialist Stephanie Barker Fry, “The need to identify and

belong has long been recognised as an antidote to increasing levels of loneliness, and there is

perhaps less shame in celebrating like-minded fashion choices if the brand is reputable.” [2]

And high street brands are also clambering to create a version of the ‘leopard midi skirt’ – a

popular fashion garment that took over the UK high street in late 2019. While not tied to a specific

brand, the leopard midi continues to gain popularity, with 10,000 followers on the @leopardmidiskirt

Instagram page. It’s an example of how a particular product, regardless of brand associations, can

spark viral interest. “The biggest viral driving factor is typically the personal brand associated with

the item,” says Dr. Lisa Orban, a psychologist and personal brand consultant. “By acquiring and

wearing a coveted ‘it’ item, we can quickly send a message of being ‘clued in’ or ‘on-

trend’.”  [3] And in the case of the Zara printed dress, what started as a phenomenon of being

stylish on the streets provoked an online sensation and a community extending beyond the initial

launch of the product. Priced at £39.99, the success of the dress contributed towards Zara’s

parent company, Inditex, growing by 5% over a six-month period. [4]

Beyond the shop floor, shoppers scrambled to get their hands on the dress, with eBay reporting

that ‘the spotty dress’ was searched for 49 times an hour in July 2019.  [4] It even became popular

enough to have its own Instagram page – @hot4thespot – which has a following of more than

26,000. Started by stylist Faye Oakenfull in April 2019 after seeing a stylist and make-up artist

wearing the dress on a photoshoot, the Instagram profile has sparked conversation, memefication,

and a culture of social sharing around publicly ‘spotting’ wearers of the dress. But how did a

humble ‘printed dress’, as titled on the Zara website, gain so much traction and defy the common

behaviours of fashion shaming? 

----

One style suits all

Fashion fans appreciate the Zara spotty dress as a failsafe, suits-all design which holds appeal

because of its accessibility – from price point to wearability. The key to a viral product is 

“simplicity, accessibility, and emotion,” says Barker Fry, suggesting that one element of the

product’s success is its comfortable and easy-to-wear design.  [2] According to UK-based Nicola

Melody, a 37-year-old advocate of the Zara dress, “It’s really unusual to find in our modern times

an item that suits so many people.”  [5] The dress has become a statement of stylish casualwear for

the everywoman, and its universal flattery allows women of all body types to feel comfortable when

wearing it. Its loose-fitting, long-sleeved design, all-over print, and cotton fabric makes the dress

casual and comfortable, while letting the wearer feel stylish enough to wear it to social events such

as parties to weddings. The success of the dress is indicative of expectations for brands to cater to

a broad church, especially as 83% of women in the UK don’t feel represented by the high street.  [6]
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But while people are embracing this inclusive style, they’re also using the dress as a blank canvas

for personalisation. As well as various styling techniques, such as cutting, ripping, and sewing on

buttons, many dress wearers have also opted to dye it. This offers a sense of uniqueness for fans

of the dress, as well as the opportunity to buy a flattering garment and redesign it into various

colourways. Customisation enhances self-expression, adding an element of personality to products

– whether it’s for homewares, clothing, or gifts for other people. Feeling actively involved in the

appearance or functionality of a product also encourages self-reflection; by wearing the spotty

dress but changing its colour, an individual is both conforming to a trend and bucking it by

modifying it to suit their own taste preferences. 

Olga Mitterfellner, a lecturer in fashion marketing and management, says this through the

psychological trait of ‘mirroring’ others. “There are two ways of thinking. One, I want to be

different and thus cool, or two, I want to be similar and thus cool. Our brains have something called

‘mirror neurons’ and although scientists are still discovering the intricacies of how they work, it

seems that we use them to mirror [the] emotions that someone else is experiencing. When we

obtain the same piece of clothing we mirror the confidence, aloofness, and uniqueness of others

and do this to improve how we feel.”  [7] This positive fashion moment – where women have

shunned the ‘shame’ of wearing the same outfit as someone else – is also what’s sparked its

shareability. “It is hard to measure the impact [that] user-generated profiles have on sales, but they

do tap into the human need for social proof. Seeing other people, particularly those that look like

you, can offer reassurance and acceptance,” says Lynsey Fox, a freelance brand consultant.  [8]

Women of all shapes and sizes are smitten for spots

@hot4thespot | Instagram (2019) © 

A social statement

Instagram profiles like @leopardmidi and @thatpuffa – which collected images of a popular green

puffer jacket from Urban Outfitters – were created mostly as a light-hearted nod towards the

amount of people that have been spotted wearing these respective garments. Meanwhile, the

content generated by @hot4thespot also represents a community that’s grown from the

appreciation of a versatile and inclusive piece of clothing. The Zara spotty dress generated
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widespread traction because of its flattering style and ease of wear. Referring to the ability of

products to become online moments, Mitterfellner says, “[A] viral phenomenon greatly depends on

how easy it is for consumers to engage with it. So a social media meme or post is easy to find, like,

share, and re-post.” [7]

She also notes how social sharing can be motivated by people’s desire to engage with certain

groups or characteristics. “It’s spontaneous, driven by emotion, and can be multiplied endlessly. It

also has to have a ‘cool’ factor: whoever shares it wants to seem cool, fashionable, funny, or

clever to the one that it is being shared with.”  [7] This ties into the issue of influencers coming under

fire for sharing unrealistic content – in fact, 54% of consumers feel that influencers often

misrepresent real life. [9] 

So while the Zara spotty dress has been shared because of its likeability and the community it’s

created, the @hot4thespot profile also offers a self-aware nod towards the idea that the profile has

become an accidental marketing campaign for the brand. “Social media sharing outperforms any

kind of press and media reach. One happy consumer can inform many, many more,” explains

Barker Fry. [2] With people placing less trust in brands and institutions, they’re increasingly

responding to peer-to-peer recommendations and seeking authenticity in influencer profiles. 

There’s an iconic fashion piece for every season

Dôen (2018) © 

A cultural ‘moment’

But it’s not just high-street hits that are becoming social media sensations. The fashion industry as

a whole is also opening itself up to unconventional marketing strategies, with luxury brands like

Gucci taking a more playful approach to communication – from arcade games to high-fashion

memes. The brand’s #TFW (‘that feeling when’) stint in the meme world clearly resonated with

followers, having generated more than two million likes and 21,000 comments on Instagram. [10]

Faye Oakenfull’s @hot4thespot profile, meanwhile, offers a space for people to submit their own

images – often scenarios where multiple wearers of the dress have been been spotted in the same

place. But it also repurposes existing memes, adding relevant text to refer to the dress. One

example is a reactionary video of a judge shouting “ORDER!” with the text ‘When @Zara
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restocks The Dress’, which uses a mocking tone to refer to the popularity of this sell-out piece. 

On the back of the profile’s success, Oakenfull has even created branded merchandise in the form

of a t-shirt featuring the slogan, ‘The Dress is in The Wash’ . This further contributes to the

community and virality of this product – both online and offline. Another tactic used by

@hot4thespot is call-out culture – where like-for-like products, such as a similar dress created by

New Look, have been called out for their similarity to the original Zara dress. Social media users

often respond well to call-out culture. With fashion profiles such as @dietprada championing this

tactic through its no-holds-barred take on spotlighting fashion faux pas. In the meme world,

@heyreilly takes a mocking approach to the fashion world, repurposing celebrity images, ad

campaigns, and fashion show memes into entertaining and shareable content. 

Women are using accessories to make ‘the dress’ theirs

@leopardmidiskirt | Instagram (2019) © 

Insights and opportunities

Memes and other shareable content hold appeal for increasingly ad-adverse Gen Zers and Gen

Yers – cohorts which spend more than three and a half hours online every day. [11] When brands

navigate this space effectively, another benefit is the democratisation of luxury fashion and the

industry at large. Zara, for example, achieves accessibility and appeal for a wide range of

consumers. “Zara is a fine example of a brand which appeals to both top-tier influencers and the

wider consumer. The cutting edge and current product offering, coupled with aspirational branding,

ensures Zara stays top of the game,” says Barker Fry.  [2] And, despite the online omnipresence of

its spotty summer dress, the garment has been able to avoid overly negative reactions. “Hype and

buzz has driven exclusivity where once this relied on price point. As a result there is less shame in

sharing the same product; in fact, it becomes a talking point!”  [2]

Part of the product’s ability to avoid product ‘shame’ can be attributed to the positive

connotations of owning a garment which has sparked social conversation and charitable efforts. For

example, the dress has even been used for social good, with a @hot4thespot x Glamour event

offering a ‘safe space’ for dress-wearers in aid of promoting Free Periods – a UK-based charity
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aiming to end period poverty. [12] As well as providing a springboard for collective action, the future

of the dress indicates a desire for sustainable wear; promoted by the customisability and the

amount of wearers who are have been upcycling, restyling, and even dyeing their Zara dress so it

becomes unrecognisable and has greater longevity. [13] The urge for people to make something

their own is a strategy which Levi’s Future Finish Customization  service tapped into – this allowed

customers to create the perfect pair of jeans through using patches, fades, and patterns. 

Online moments like the #hot4thespot sensation indicate people’s changing attitudes to sources of

trust and inspiration. As traditional influencers begin to lose authority and institutions hold less

prestige than they once did, people are seeking authentic content and information outside of

traditional marketing strategies. By becoming exposed to Zara’s spotty dress through

@hot4thespot, people are identifying with a brand in an unconventional way that sits outside of

traditional advertising. Another brand which has championed this technique is Sephora with its

#SephoraSquad campaign, which encourages fans to become micro-influencers for the brand and

allows people who don’t already have a large social media following to be heard. And with 63% of

consumers trusting what influencers say about brands rather than what brands say about

themselves in advertising, micro-influencers offer opportunities for brands looking to break away

from traditional communication strategies. [14]
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